How Earthworks® High Definition Microphones™
Can Dramatically Improve Live Performance

Advanced Technologies in Earthworks® High Definition Microphones™
will overcome common problems inherent in conventional microphones.
Common Problems with Live Sound Systems

Nearly every live sound engineer typically faces one or more of
the following problems when using conventional microphones
for live sound reinforcement:

• Uneven Coverage of Conventional Microphones

Conventional directional microphones typically have substantial
off-axis high frequency losses that greatly reduce the sound quality and intelligibility at the sides of the microphone in addition
to creating phase anomalies, which can cause frequency cancellations when mixing multiple microphones together.

• Insufficient Gain Before Acoustic Feedback
One of the most common obstacles in sound reinforcement is obtaining sufficient sound level before acoustic feedback. It is often a
significant task in manipulating sound system elements to obtain
the desired amount of gain before feedback. The poor polar response of conventional microphones contributes to this problem.

• Leakage of Sounds from at Rear of the Microphone
Another common problem is unwanted sounds at the rear of a
directional microphone being picked up at the front of the mic;
such as sound from floor monitors leaking into a vocal mic or the
sounds of the band or drums leaking into the vocal mics.

• Poor Clarity - Does Not Cut Through in the Mix
Conventional microphones typically do not have the clarity and
sound quality that will allow them to cut through in the mix.
The standard practice is to use substantial amounts of EQ and
limiting to enable the sound to have some “bite” and be able to “cut
through.” This is often a real struggle for sound engineers.

• Ear Fatigue Using In-Ear Monitors

Conventional microphones typically have presence peaks and cannot handle high sound levels without distortion, which often requires excessive EQ or compression. This frequency manipulation
and distortion often causes ear fatigue for musicians using in-ear
monitors.

• Variations in Sound Quality When Singers
“Work” a Microphone
Conventional microphones typically have a wide variance in clarity,
quality and sound level at different distances from the microphone.
Such microphones cannot maintain the same character, clarity and
sound quality when a vocalist is arms length from the microphone,
even when singing at loud levels.

• Lack of Pure Sound with High Intelligibility
Good sound reinforcement systems can provide highly intelligible,
pure sound that accurately reproduces the full dynamics, detail and
beauty of musical instruments and vocals. Most often, conventional
microphones are the weakest link in the audio equipment chain
and cannot perform nearly as well as other elements in the system.

Advanced Technology High Definition Microphones™
David Blackmer, the engineering genius and founder of dbx® and
Earthworks®, has developed a number of advanced technologies in microphone design that solve most of the problems typically experienced
with conventional microphones. These advances include: near-perfect
polar response, extended frequency response, significantly improved
phase/time coherence, exceptional impulse response and diaphragm
settling time. Other benefits include a remarkable improvement in
the rear rejection of directional microphones and the ability to feed
long cable lengths up to 100 meters without loss of high frequencies.
These advanced technologies will virtually eliminate all of the common problems encountered when using conventional microphones.

These Problems Can be Solved Using
Earthworks® High Definition Microphones™

Earthworks® High Definition Microphones™ incorporate David
Blackmer’s advanced microphone technologies and are made differently than any other microphones in the world. They reproduce sound
with far greater accuracy, fidelity and intelligibility, while overcoming
most of the obstacles typically encountered when using conventional
microphones in live sound reinforcement systems.

The following pages will outline each of the previously listed problems that are typically encountered when using
conventional microphones, and show how the use of Earthworks® High Definition Microphones™ can solve them.

Uneven Coverage of Conventional
Directional Microphones

Directional microphones are the overwhelming choice for use in sound reinforcement systems. In theory, directional microphones should pick up sound
at the front and sides, and reject sounds at the rear. A textbook perfect microphone would behave as shown in Figure 1a, which illustrates the microphone’s pickup area in pink, and the blue area where the mic rejects sounds
at the rear. Figure 1b shows the numbered concentric circles of a polar chart,
which are used to indicate the sound level in dB of specific frequencies at different positions around the microphone.

while those on each side have a dramatic reduction in quality (like having their
hands over their mouths). The reason for this phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 4. The singer directly at the front of the microphone (0º) is the only one
enjoying the full frequency response of the microphone. Notice that all four
indicated frequencies (500Hz, 1kHz, 4kHz & 16kHz) are on the 0dB circle
line (indicating a flat frequency response), while the singers at the sides of
the microphone suffer a loss of -20dB at 16kHz (indicated by the dotted blue
line). The pink shaded area indicates where the microphone’s pickup pattern
provides full frequency response with only modest high frequency losses, and
outside the pink area there are substantial losses at high frequencies.

-20dB loss
at 16kHz

(a) Polar chart showing front and rear
pick-up areas of a microphone

(b) Polar chart showing decrease in
sound level in dB from inner circles

Figure 1. A Basic Polar Chart

Figure 2a is a textbook perfect polar pattern of a cardioid microphone. However, nearly all of today’s directional microphones (regardless of price) will
not perform anywhere close to a textbook perfect polar pattern. The polar
pattern of a typical conventional microphone is shown in Figure 2b. You can
see that there is a dramatic difference between the two.

(a) Perfect Cardioid Microphone

-20dB loss
at 16kHz

Figure 4. Three Singers on
a Conventional Directional
Microphone

Three Singers on an Earthworks High Definition
Directional Microphone™

Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ utilize new microphone technologies that prevent the loss of high frequencies at the sides of a microphone
and provide near-perfect polar response. An Earthworks cardioid microphone will provide full frequency response and full level at both the sides
and front of the microphone for singers or instrumentalists. Figure 5 shows
that the high frequencies have virtually no loss of level on the sides of the microphone (shown with the blue dotted line). The green shaded area indicates
where the microphone will provide the full frequency response and everyone
sounds equally intelligible.

(b) Conventional Cardioid Microphone

Figure 2. Differences Between a Perfect and Conventional Cardioid Microphone

In contrast, Figure 3a shows the same textbook perfect polar pattern. Now
look at the polar response of the Earthworks High Definition Microphone™
in Figure 3b. Notice how much closer the Earthworks® microphone (3b) is to
the textbook perfect microphone in (3a).

No loss of high
frequencies

No loss of high
frequencies

Figure 5. Three Singers
on an Earthworks
Directional Microphone

Conventional Microphones Provide Poor Rejection of
Sounds at the Rear of the Microphone

(a) Perfect Directional Microphone

(b) Earthworks Directional Microphone

Figure 3. Differences Between a “Perfect” and an Earthworks Directional Microphone

The “Near-Perfect Polar Response” of Earthworks microphones will overcome many of the problems that have plagued directional microphones since
their beginning. Prepare to enter a whole new world of exceptional performance when using Earthworks High Definition Microphones™.

Three Singers on a Conventional Directional Microphone

Anyone who has tried to place three singers on a single directional microphone quickly discovers that the singer at the front has the best sound quality,

Rejection of sounds at the rear of the microphone is of vital importance in
keeping the sounds of other instruments, vocals and audience sounds to a
minimum. This is even more important in keeping floor monitor and drum
sounds out of vocal and instrument microphones. Conventional microphones
will only provide about 18dB of rear rejection. In contrast, Earthworks nearperfect polar response will provide 32dB of rear rejection (nearly twice as
much). A major vocal artist experienced a dramatic illustration of this, as they
sang on a 50 foot long ramp, with the majority of the ramp in front of the main
house speakers. The vocalist could work anywhere on the ramp with no danger
of leakage from the main house speakers and most importantly with no acoustic feedback. It is nearly impossible for conventional microphones to do this.

Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ Provide a
Dramatic Increase in the Amount of Rear Rejection

Earthworks directional microphones will provide nearly double the
rear rejection of conventional directional microphones (18dB vs. 32dB).
To illustrate this difference refer to Figure 6a, which is a singer using a conventional microphone facing the audience and floor moni-

tors with only 18dB of rear rejection, while Figure 6b shows the same
singer using an Earthworks microphone with 32dB of rear rejection.

Approx 18dB
Rear Rejection

One famous artist using an Earthworks SR40V vocal microphone experienced incredible results singing from a 50 ft. ramp with no problems
of feedback or picking up sounds at the rear of the microphone. Figure 8a shows this vocalist at the end of the 50 ft. ramp facing the audience
with the house speakers and band at their back with no problem of acoustic feedback. Figure 8b shows the vocalist facing the band and half-way
back toward the stage with no problem in picking up the sound of the
band in the vocal mic. This illustrates the tremendous advantage of using Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ for vocal performances.

Figure 6a. Rear Rejection of a conventional vocal microphone with singer facing audience

Approx 32dB
Rear Rejection

Figure 8b. Artist using an Earthworks vocal microphone on a 50 ft. ramp facing the
band, without picking up the band at the rear of his vocal microphone

Another Cause of Insufficient Gain Before Acoustic
Feedback
Figure 6b. Rear Rejection of an Earthworks vocal microphone with singer facing audience

Approx 18dB
Rear Rejection

Acoustic feedback problems can be attributed to one or more of the following: (1) the microphone, (2) the loudspeaker system, or (3) the acoustics of
the room. As previously described, having more rear rejection of the microphone can help in obtaining more gain before acoustic feedback. However,
another major contributor to this problem is the poor polar response of conventional microphones, which contributes to acoustic feedback via the lack
of uniformity in the polar response at various frequencies (causing peaks and
dips in the response at the sides of the microphone), in addition to the creation of phase errors. For a directional microphone to avoid these errors and
“perform perfectly,” all frequencies must exactly follow the textbook perfect,
heart-shaped pickup pattern shown in Figure 9a.

Figure 7a. Rear Rejection of a conventional vocal microphone with singer facing drums

Approx 32dB
Rear Rejection

Figure 7b. Rear Rejection of an Earthworks vocal microphone with singer facing drums

Figure 7a is a singer standing right in front of the drummer using a conventional microphone. Most singers would not attempt his, due to the
excessive drum sound picked up at the rear of a conventional microphone. In contrast, Figure 7b shows the singer in the same position using an Earthworks microphone with its 32dB of rear rejection that will
keep the vast majority of drum sound out of the singer’s microphone.

(a) Perfect Cardioid Microphone

(b) Conventional Cardioid Microphone

Figure 9. Differences Between a Perfect and Conventional Cardioid Microphone

In contrast, refer to the “Conventional Directional Microphone” in Figure
9b. Notice that the various high frequencies vary significantly in level (i.e.
4kHz, 16kHz and 20kHz), which will cause disparities in level between the
various high frequencies causing peaks or dips (increase or decrease in level)
in the microphone’s overall frequency response, while also creating phase
discrepancies that can contribute to acoustic feedback. Notice how the high
frequencies track each other in the textbook perfect directional microphone
shown in Figure 9a above and 10b (on the following page), which will cause
nearly no peaks and dips or phase anomalies.

At Last: More Gain Before Feedback

Figure 8a. Artist using an Earthworks vocal microphone at end of a 50 ft. ramp facing
the audience and in front of the house speakers with no acoustic feedback

Now, let’s compare the polar response of a conventional microphone (Figure
10a) to the Earthworks microphone (Figure 10b). Notice how close together
the various high frequencies are from 0° to 270° and from 0° to 90°. Because
of this very uniform polar response, an Earthworks directional microphone
will provide significantly more sound level before acoustic feedback. Those
who use Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ for sound reinforcement are always impressed with the significant increase in sound level they
can obtain before any acoustic feedback.

Dramatically Reduce Phase Cancellations When Using
Earthworks High Definition Microphones™

The poor polar response of conventional microphones (shown in Figure
10a) can also cause phasing problems and often cancellations at certain frequencies. This can also result in frequencies beating together when mixing
conventional vocal microphones that are in close proximity to each other,
such as with a trio of background singers. This is illustrated graphically in
Figures 11 & 12. The distance between the lines (shaded in grey indicates
the phasing errors) and are the same distance (drawn to scale) as on the
polars in Figures 10a & 10b at 90º off axis.
Within 3dB at
any frequency
-10dB loss
at 16kHz

Extended High Frequency Response

Recent scientific research shows that music has high frequency overtones
which extend as high as 100kHz. Most humans can only hear pure tones
as high as 15kHz or 20kHz. However, this research also shows that overtones above 20kHz contribute to the sound quality, or timbre, of sound
that we perceive. Some Earthworks® microphone models have a frequency
response as high as 50kHz. At first blush, one may say, “If sounds were
at frequencies that high, there is no way I could hear or perceive them.”
However, thousands of audio professionals will confirm that they can perceive the difference between microphones with a high frequency response
of 20kHz, 30kHz, 40kHz and 50kHz.
Visit earthworksaudio.com/frequencysound to hear an acoustic guitar miked with
various Earthworks mics, each with a different high frequency capability
in the following sequence: (1st) 20kHz, (2nd) 25kHz, (3rd) 30kHz, (4th)
40kHz & (5th) 50kHz from first to last. Have a listen and experience Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ in action.

-17dB loss
at 20kHz

(a) Conventional Cardioid Microphone

if any, EQ. They are just about “plug and go.” Artists using Earthworks High
Definition Vocal Microphones comment that it is like having a studio microphone on stage.

(b) Earthworks Directional Microphone

Figure 10. Differences Between a Conventional and an Earthworks Cardioid Microphone

The phase discrepancies of conventional microphones can be easily seen in
Figure 11, where these phase errors can interact with each other. In contrast,
the Earthworks microphones in Figure 12 contribute very minimal phase errors, which will dramatically reduce the amount of interaction between the
three vocal microphones.

No Ear Fatigue When Using In-Ear Monitors

The amazing clarity, detail and smooth response of Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ make them very friendly for those using in-ear monitors. The use of conventional microphones typically requires substantial
amounts of EQ and signal processing. A common complaint is that the
high sound level and extensive signal processing makes in-ear monitors
very uncomfortable to use. In contrast, those who use in-ear monitors with
Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ claim that there is no ear fatigue or stress.

The Proof is in the Using and in the Listening

It is often said, “Hearing is believing.” We are willing to back up our
claims and prove it. We invite you to contact us and arrange for a
demonstration of an Earthworks sound reinforcement microphone, so
you can experience these world-class microphones for yourself.
Figure 11. Phasing Errors of Conventional Microphones with background singers
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Figure 12. Lack of Phasing Errors of Earthworks Microphones with background singers

Conventional Microphones Typically Have Poor
Clarity and Vocals Do Not “Cut Through” in the Mix

Earthworks High Definition Microphones™ utilize a number of new technologies that provide them with near-perfect polar response, greater rear rejection, substantially less off-axis frequency and phase errors, in addition to
extremely short diaphragm settling time, that will let you hear subtle details
that conventional microphones cannot capture. In addition, Earthworks microphones have very impressive transient and time domain response, and
do not have a presence peak. The Earthworks vocal microphones are nearly
flat throughout their extended frequency range. The extended high frequency response adds to the outstanding clarity of Earthworks High Definition Microphones™. All of the above working together will provide vocalists
with a clarity previously unavailable. The Earthworks vocal microphones are
much easier for a vocalist to use and they don’t have to work the mic as hard.
For the sound engineer, the Earthworks microphones require very minimal,
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